
WOMAN WRITING A LETTER VERMEER MANUFACTURING

Lady Writing a Letter with her Maid is a painting by the Dutch artist Johannes Vermeer, completed in â€“ and held in the
National Gallery of Ireland.

National Gallery of Art , Washington D. Although he may have arrived at this solution independently, it is
possible that he was following the advice of the great Leonardo da Vinci who had noted "objects placed
against a light background will naturally appear detached from that background. Man's propensity towards
abstracting visual phenomena has proved troublesome to explain in detail but it is generally held that the
human mind tends to organize shapes in accordance with its own principal function: recognition and the
retrieval of stored information. In Vermeer's time, no visitor ever failed to note that Dutch towns were
ceaselessly swept, scrubbed, burnished, mopped and washed. Early in his career Vermeer developed a
penchant for placing his figures against light backgrounds, a practice tactfully avoided by most Dutch painters
who preferred dark backdrops. The transitory nature of their encounter is reinforced by the gesture of the
mistress who momentarily holds her unopened letter in the air. Cahill was subsequently murdered, most likely,
by the IRA for helping supply weapons to pro-England Volunteers or for importing heroin, a drug that the
IRA despised and were trying to prevent from being sold in Dublin. Many artists of the Golden Age were
reduced to house-painting to survive. The recovery was made from the trunk of a car rented by three Irishmen
and a Yugoslav. The exhibition is replete with other symbols of the wealth amassed by Holland as a trading
nation: Chinese porcelain and furs, ebony and ivory, Italian marble, carved Spanish chairs, African slaves. Oil
on canvas, 92 x cm. Fortunately, Sir Alfred Beit , now 83, was in London at the time of the theft. Indeed,
among Vermeer's full and knee-length genre paintings as opposed to bust and head-length or portrait studies ,
the genial lady in the Washington painting is one of only three see also Woman Standing at a Virginal and the
Woman Seated at a Virginal , both in the National Gallery , London, who looks directly out at the viewer. The
country was also attacked by the English fleet and German bishops. Only maids that cleaned the houses of the
bourgeois families were expected to maintain high standards of hygiene. This asymmetric relationship appears
to have intrigued Vermeer since he elaborated on it more than once. Vermeer and the Masters of Genre
Painting opens on June 17th. Vermeer displayed his serious streak in The Astronomer and The Geographer,
the only men he painted alone By mid 17th century, serious portraits of black-clad burghers with lace collars
had all but disappeared. Although he had masterminded many major crimes in Ireland, the Gardai had been
unable to pin anything on him. I was taken to a multi-storey car park in Antwerp by a gangster, and had to
mask my emotions as I unwrapped the painting. Instead, it was discovered that Vermeer had employed a
well-know seventeenth-century technique whereby by a string was attached to a pin hole placed at the picture's
vanishing point and pulled tight in order to verify the orthogonals of the scene's perspective. Taylor writes,
"Given the stress laid on houding in the theoretical texts, it seems reasonable to suggest that the concept was
one often used in Dutch ateliers. However, any attempt to interpret Vermeer's canvas in the light of the Dutch
term houding remains speculative. An hour later the thieves entered the house again, and in just six minutes,
took 18 paintings. For the painter, abstraction is a tool which is consciously employed to aid recognition, but
also to enhance those aspects of reality which he deems most important to communicate. A revealing
comparison between The Love Letter and the present work can be made. Cahill lacked the right contacts to
pass it on to international art-theft rings: the Beit paintings were simply too famous to attract a buyer. As
scholar Paul Taylor has pointed out, the concept of pictorial balance, one of the cardinal values associated with
Vermeer's art by modern criticism, is completely lacking in 17th-century art writing. They spoke their mind to
their masters and mistress and were pictured as untrustworthy, the most dangerous women of all. The mimetic
rendering of the present work is so uncomplicated that some critics have asserted it was not finished when it
left the painter's easel. For a word to enter a language, a fair number of users must have an interest in
deploying it. Hill later declared that in his career of art-theft sleuth, "my greatest thrill" was finding Vermeer's
Lady Writing a Letter with her Maid. A movie "The General" was made about Cahill's notorious life of crime.
Beit inherited the core of his collection through his father, Sir Otto Beit , brother of a diamond millionaire and
partner of Cecil Rhodes, the African empire builder.


